We present a potential new mode of natural computing in which simple, heat-driven fluid flows perform Boolean logic operations. The system comprises a two-dimensional single-phase fluid that is heated from below and cooled from above, with two obstacles placed on the horizontal mid-plane. The obstacles remove all vertical momentum that flows into them. The horizontal momentum extraction of the obstacles is controlled in a binary fashion, and constitutes the 2-bit input. The output of the system is a thresholded measure of the energy extracted by the obstacles. Due to the existence of multiple attractors in the phase space of this system, the input-output relationships are equivalent to those of the OR, XOR or NAND gates, depending on the threshold and obstacle separation. The ability to reproduce these logical operations suggests that convective flows might have the potential to perform more general computations, despite the fact that they do not involve electronics, chemistry or multiple fluid phases.
Introduction
This work highlights the computational abilities that arise in simple convective obstacle flows, highlighting a possible new realm of natural computing, and illustrating the information processing that even simple physical systems perform.
Thermodynamics is the science of energy; its interconversions, and its evolution. The simplest physical systems have a unitary relationship between physical state and control parameters such as pressure and temperature. For these systems, history is irrelevant, due to the entropic erasure of information from past states. The system explores its accessible phase space and destroys any correlations that might serve as a above a critical value, the diffusive, static state becomes unstable to perturbations. Fluid parcels that are warmer than average rise and are displaced by colder parcels, which descend. After a transient phase, the system settles into an organized configuration of convection rolls.
In this work we analyse a two-dimensional fluid enclosed by horizontal no-slip plates, shown in figure 1. The aspect ratio is 2 : 1, the Rayleigh number is fixed at Ra = 10 4 and the Prandtl number at Pr = 1. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the horizontal direction. Two obstacles are placed in the flow at the system's horizontal mid-plane. They are square and only approximately 0.8% of the system height, separated by a distance of o . Two systems are considered, one with o = H and one with o = H/2, where H is the system height.
The fluid dynamics and heat transport are simulated using a thermal lattice Boltzmann model, which has been rigorously analysed and tested across a broad range of thermal flow problems over several decades [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . Momentum extraction is implemented using a simple body force method. Both obstacles absorb all vertical momentum that flows into them. Extraction of horizontal momentum is controlled by the binary input parameter m u i , where i is the obstacle index. We assume only complete or null extraction, for example, m u 1 = 1 means that the left obstacle is extracting all horizontal momentum that flows into it (in addition to vertical momentum, which is extracted in all cases).
Results
For a full discussion of the fluid dynamics of convective obstacle flows, we refer the reader to our recent work [52] . In general, obstacles that extract both momentum components tend to attract convection plumes (maxima of vertical velocity), due to the Coandȃ effect [67, 68] . We denote this the plume attractor.
When only vertical momentum is extracted, the most stable attractor occurs when the centre of either convection cell is co-located with the obstacle (we denote this the vortex attractor). The plume attractor is also observed in the vertical case, but it occurs less frequently. In the present work, these effects are combined in different configurations through the presence of two obstacles (only single obstacles were used in [52] ). resulting steady state is shown in figure 2a . For vertical momentum sink systems, the vortex attractor is the most stable attractor because induced shearing forces from vertical velocity gradients act to push vortex centres towards obstacles (see [52] for full details). In the double obstacle system shown in figure 2a, this effect is approximately doubled, and the steady state shown becomes strongly attractive (no other steady states were observed). The next 2-bit input is: [m u 1 m u 2 ] = [0 1], for which the steady state is shown in figure 2b. Because the second obstacle now also extracts horizontal momentum, there is an effective attractive force between the nearest convection plume and the obstacle. As a result, this input causes co-alignment between the two convection plumes of the system and the two obstacles. If we consider the output bit to be simply whether the extracted work is greater than a threshold value: W o > 4.5 × 10 −7 lattice energy units, then this system implements a Boolean OR gate, since the presence of either input bit produces a high output. Indeed, the presence or absence of work output could also be used as the binary output, and the system would again implement an OR gate. , there is competition between the obstacles, since both are now attractive to convection plumes. Since both obstacles are equivalent, neither can 'win' this competition, and hence the steady state consists of either vortex centre being placed equidistant between the two obstacles (figure 5b). A second stable attractor consists of the clockwise vortex centre being poised between the two obstacles.
(a)
Note that one might expect a second pair of attractors for this system, wherein either convection plume is poised halfway between the two obstacles. However, such a state is unstable to perturbations, because any deviation from a plume situated precisely halfway between the obstacles will cause a net horizontal force on the flow field. The flow then migrates such that a plume moves towards one of the obstacles. However, when the plume reaches the obstacle, the flow field overshoots and continues moving, eventually reaching a state in which a vortex centre is poised between the obstacles (figure 5b, or the equivalent mirror reflection).
Let us now consider the input-output relationship of this system, shown in table 2. The highest work output is exhibited by the two systems in which only one obstacle extracts horizontal momentum. This is due to the co-alignment of the 'on' obstacle and a convection plume, coupled with the fact that both components of momentum are being extracted from the 'on' obstacle. The first input [0 0] produces slightly less work because neither obstacle extracts horizontal momentum. However, the co-alignment between plume and the obstacle that extracts vertical momentum provides a mid-level work output. The lowest extracted work corresponds to the [1 1] input, since in this case, neither obstacle can align with a convection plume.
We can again consider the output bit for this system to be whether the extracted work is greater than a threshold value. For W o > 3.5 × 10 −7 , the system implements a NAND gate. If the threshold is instead W o > 4.5 × 10 −7 , then the system implements an XOR gate (this threshold was used for the OR gate in §3a).
If these three gates could be endowed with a means of information transfer between arbitrary combinations (to allow circuit construction) and a memory system, then convective obstacle flows could in principle be used to implement a Turing machine. This would confer such systems with computational universality. Our recent work showed that a convective system can store at least one bit of information [52] , so the memory might also be provided by convective systems, in theory.
The present work is intended purely as a proof of concept. We anticipate the engineering and implementation of these ideas to follow in future work, perhaps by other researchers. Nonetheless, in terms of physical instantiation, the obstacles could consist of very thin, narrow metal blades, inserted perpendicular to the plane of the flow system. If such a blade was oriented perpendicular to the vertical direction, it would not be possible for any vertical fluid momentum to pass through it (no upward or downward flow could occur in its vicinity). A second blade oriented parallel to the vertical direction, placed directly below or above the first blade, could implement horizontal momentum extraction when required. The vertical momentum blade could be mechanically linked to the next gate in the circuit, such that its deflection (a proxy for momentum extraction) controls the presence or the absence of the horizontal blade in the next gate.
Conclusion
This work demonstrated that convective, double-obstacle flows can implement at least three logical operations. Since convection can also exhibit a primitive memory, it may be possible to construct computationally universal convective systems. The computational power of thermally driven fluid flows could offer a new mode of natural computing, with potential applications in flow control and microfluidic logic. The low thermal driving force places our system firmly in the laminar regime. Given the simplicity of our system, it is an exemplar of information processing by pure physical processes. This suggests an alternative perspective for large-scale convective flow systems, in particular the atmospheres of planetary bodies. Such flows are highly turbulent and it has long been known that they exhibit very complex energy landscapes, with features such as strange attractors [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . Could it be that there is a complex process of computation underlying the phase space trajectories of such systems? And if so, perhaps there is a compact informational description of thermal flows that can reveal some of their large-scale behaviour.
Our current and future endeavours seek means by which multiple gates can be combined into circuits. In fact, the bistability that confers nonlinear logic operations can also be exhibited by flows without obstacles, as long as they have a non-integer aspect ratio such as 1.25:1. Coupling between gates could occur using thermally conductive coupling, using the non-uniformity of the boundary heat flux profiles. Efforts to translate these ideas into working gates and circuits are currently underway. 
